GEFORCE® GTX 1070 AERO ITX 8G OC

FEATURE

ITX Thermal Design
- TORX Fan
  - Dispersion fan blade: Steep curved blade accelerating the airflow.
  - Traditional fan blade: Provides steady airflow to massive heat sink below.
- Zero Frozr Stopping the fan in low-load situations, keeping a noise-free environment.
- Airflow Control Improves cooling efficiency by using advanced aerodynamics to focus the airflow.
- Super Pipe Improved dissipation by using thick 8mm heat pipe in optimized layout.

Afterburner Overclocking Utility
- Wireless control through Android/iOS.
- Predator: In-game video recording.
- Kombustor: built-in DirectX12 benchmark.

NVIDIA G-SYNC™ technology
- Synchronizes the display refresh to your GeForce GTX GPU for the fast, smooth gaming.

CONNECTIONS

1. HDMI
2. DisplayPort
3. DVI-D